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Dhaka: 
Migration 
Energy 
Nexus

• Dhaka is the fastest growing megacities in the world with a population of 
nearly 18.237, a population growth of about 4.2% annually

• It is projected that by 2020 this population will reach 20 million and will 
make Dhaka the sixth largest megacity in the Asia-Pacific region (World 
Bank 2012)

• 300,000-400,000 mostly poor rural migrants arrive in cities annually

• Density exceeds 55,000 persons per sq km within Dhaka’s municipal 
boundary

• Inequality is higher in Dhaka than anywhere else in the country, and well 
over 90% of Dhaka’s urban poor lack secure land tenure

• About 35% of the people lived below the poverty line, out of which about 
20% were classified as “hardcore poor”, living in more than 4,000 slums or 
informal settlements 

• 70% of Dhaka’s slum-dwellers moved there fleeing some sort of 
environmental shock (International Organization for Migration IOM). 



Migration Triggers
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Bauniabadh Slum

Bauniabadh is the fringe area of 
Dhaka city, built on Dhaka Flood 
protection embankment. 

Embankments are government 
land with huge economic 
potentials for local retail services, 
and thus, controlled by the vested 
interest group. 

Part of this slum has extended to 
some adjacent private lands. 





Bashpotti Slum

Bashpotti Slum developed along a canal 
(khas land) in Mirpur. 

About 200 families are living in this slum.

The slum is situated at the border of two 
ward (urban local council). 

Being at the border as well as on public 
land (khas) complicates their legitimate 
access to urban services, such as water, 
sanitation, electricity, waste 
management and so on. 





Energy Options for Cooking



Communal 
cooking 









Access to Electricity  



Licit but Illegal

Salma, living in a rented house with her parents says, ‘couple 
of  years ago we encountered an electric meter inspector from 
the government, who discovered us using electricity through 
an illicit connection during power cut, and decided to file a 
case against us. We immediately informed our landlord, lives 
a few blocks down the road. Although the inspector seemed 
very angry, our landlord managed him with some bribe 
money. Since that day, this bribing continues, and, in return, 
we get a warning before any governmental inspection. And 
we immediately disconnect all illegal connections to pass the 
government check.”
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